The finite element method is a powerful tool for the numerical simulation of a wide range of problems. Implementation of the finite element method in CAD systems on the basis of modern computers allows researchers to solve large scale problems. The article describes parallel algorithms for assembly of stiffness matrix and for solution of linear equations. Also this article contains two numerical experiments: Dirichlet problem on the complex domain (gear); Elasticity problem of three-layer shell. In the last section of the article author compares the performance of solutions of these problems with one, two and four parallel cores.
Introduction
Nowadays engineers and researchers are faced with solving of complex problems in a mathematical modeling and design. Numerical analysis naturally finds applications in all fields of engineering and the physical sciences. The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful tool for the numerical simulation of a wide range of problems from analysis of the stress and strain state of components, constructions and buildings, heat transfer, fluid dynamics analysis to microelectromechanical systems. Implementation of the finite element method in CAD systems on the basis of modern computers allows researchers to solve large scale problems [1, 2, 3] .
The complexity of many components and constructions leads to complex geometric models (mathematical models of geometric areas). The subsequent application of discretization techniques [4] with the requirement of considering features of the geometric model and the physical formulation of the problem (for example, nonuniform mesh in areas of contact, damage and fractures, etc.) can lead to meshes with a large number of finite elements. To process mathematical models with a large number of finite elements we need significant computational resources.
A natural solution of the problem of processing of large meshes is optimization of the number of elements in discrete models. However, when we reduce the number of finite elements in some cases we lost the accuracy of the model. In these cases we can use parallel processing to reduce time spent on modeling. The rapid growth of a number functional units (processors, cores) in modern computational systems makes parallel processing urgent.
Thus, the aim is to develop a parallel algorithm for the main stages of the finite element method and to analyze the results of their implementation in numerical experiments.
Related Works
Today we can see many researches in the field of parallel processing. Scientists propose different approaches for applications of parallel technologies in different mathematical and engineering problems. The main idea of such researches is growing of performance by using parallel computations instead serial computations for independent step of algorithm.
The finite element method is numerical method that used to solve a large scale problems. Thus parallel processing in the finite element method is urgent. Main steps to develop low cost FEM cluster are described in [3] . Parallel algorithms for FEM are proposed to implement FEM on a cluster of workstations (10 DEC ALPHA 300X) and on a CRAY C98 [5] . A research concept of parallel finite element (FE) simulation for moving boundary and adaptive refinement problems using graphics processing unit is proposed by [6] . Main steps for development FEM software using MPI are described in [7, 8] and other. Acceleration of FEM using OpenMP is described by [9, 10] and other. Hybrid approaches for parallel processing of main steps of FEM also presented (see [11, 12, 13] and other). Parallel conjugate gradient solver for the finite element method also developed in [14] .
Thus, parallel processing of the finite element method is fast growing direction of research. This article describes parallel algorithms for main steps of FEM and compares performance of obtained algorithms on multi-cores computer.
Parallel implementation of the finite element method
The basic idea of the finite element method is that any unknown continuous quantity (e.g., temperature, strain, and others) can be approximated by a piecewise continuous function defined on non-overlapping elementary geometric shapes. Elementary geometric shapes are called finite elements. Finite elements mesh is discrete model of the domain. The shape of the finite element completely defined by it nodes. Nodes are the connection points between adjacent elements. System of linear equations is constructed to determine the values of the unknown continuous quantity in nodes. This system of linear equation is called a global stiffness matrix.
The process of constructing a global stiffness matrix is called assembly. Assembly is the special sum of local stiffness matrices (element matrices). An element matrix is the results of the integration of matrix differential equations on the finite element. The size of a global stiffness matrix is the product of the number of nodes in a discrete model on the number degrees of freedom.
Thus, in the case of a sufficiently complex discrete models, the stages of construction of the global stiffness matrix and the subsequent linear algebraic solutions are the most demanding computing requirements. Therefore, the introduction of parallel computing in these stages is able to give the most significant result in terms of saving time designing and modeling.
Finite element analysis starts with loading and initialization of data (mesh, boundary values, force vector). The next step is determination of the number functional units (value K). This value is the basis for determining the number of parallel threads. Input-output operations are used only on the firs step (loading and initialization). The global stiffness matrix is sparse. Sparse matrices are usually compressed to reduce memory usage. Thus, in case of multiprocessor system the number of cores (value K) equal to the number of threads.
Assembly process is a special sum of local matrices. Thus, each of K parallel threads should produce assembly N/K elements (N is the number of elements in the model). In tis case all variables for integration should be local for parallel threads (to local variable can access only it thread-owner; see figure 1 ).
Update of global stiffness matrix is not thread-safe. Thus, access to global stiffness matrix should be blocked for other threads when one thread update it.
The time need to build the global stiffness matrix using parallel computing process, we can estimate the value T p .
where I is CPU time for building of an element matrix (integration); m is CPU time for assembly element matrix in global matrix (time for update of compressed matrix); t thread is CPU time for thread creation/destruction (overhead).
Similarly, time required to build a global stiffness matrix on the basis of traditional sequential algorithm can be estimated by value T s .
Using parallel calculating makes sense if T s > T p :
Third 
simplifying inequality 3 we'll get similar to Amdahl's law formulas.
Thus, for example, in case of two threads CPU time for serial building elements matrices should be fourfold greater than CPU time for thread creation/destruction (which can not be performed with a small number of finite elements).
For solving obtained from the global stiffness matrix system of linear equations iterative algorithms (e.g., the conjugate gradient method, see [15, 16] , etc.) are commonly used. In case of the conjugate gradient method result of current iteration is initial data for next iteration. Therefore, to reduce the CPU time for system of equations solving we should speed up inner operations of iterative method (matrix-vector product, calculation of residual, etc.).
Global stiffness matrix is sparse. An algorithm for matrix-vector multiplication should process only nonzero cell's of the matrix. Thus, algorithm of parallel matrix-vector multiplication on the basis of K threads is shown on figure 2. On the figure 2 A is the stiffness matrix (sparse), D is size of A, x is the vector for multiplication, r is the result of multiplication. A, D, x and r are common data for all threads. Since threads update different cells of r, then there is no need to lock access to r while it updating by thread.
Numerical experiment
For numerical experiment We used computer with Intel Core i3-380 (2.53 GHz, 2 physical cores + 2 virtual cores) CPU, 3 GB of RAM, openSUSE 12.2 operating system (compiler gcc 4.7), openMP library for threads management.
Dirichlet problem
Consider the solution of Laplace's equation 5 with Dirichlet boundary conditions 6.
Consider that domain is the gear (see figure 3 ). Function f (x, y, z) described below.
f (x, y, z) = 0, if (x, y, z) is coordinate of the hole of the gear, 4 sin 2 5φ, if (x, y, z) is coordinate of the teeth of the gear,
where φ is an angle of polar radius to the node of teeth in Oxy plane.
Formulas for evaluation of local matrix [K e ] described below.
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where H i are shape functions of elements.
Obtained from numerical experiment result are shown in the table 1. Table 1 . Dirichlet problem.
Step We built mesh of a sector of the shell (problem is symmetric, see 4) in 3D. We need to use 10 layers of finite elements (thickness of each layer 0.001 m) for modeling of shell structure. Obtained mesh consists of 59213 nodes (52240 finite elements).
[
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Obtained from numerical experiment result are shown in the table 2. 
Conclusion
Thus, numerical experiments show that parallel processing in the finite element allows to reduce time for modeling. In tables we can see not significant difference between two and four cores because tested CPU has two physical cores and two virtual cores (Hyper-Threading). In the article presented first step to develop parallel FEM processor. Next steps will be improved of FEM algorithms for parallel processing on ZNU's cluster. Another direction of improvement of algorithms is using GPU power in FEM processor. A perspective Third International Conference "High Performance Computing" HPC-UA 2013 (Ukraine, Kyiv, October 7-11, 2013) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ direction of research is determination of an optimal number of parallel cores for finite element analysis on different parallel architectures (multiprocessors, multicomputers, clusters, etc.).
